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Date:

April 6, 2017

To:

ALSC Executive Committee

From:

Aimee Strittmatter, Executive Director

Re:

Recommendation to commission a Designing Youth Spaces White Paper or Guidelines

Background: In February, I was contacted by an ALSC member who is a library director looking for resources
beyond the ALSC Competencies on designing youth spaces for an upcoming public library renovation.
I was able to direct the member to the ECRR module for the littlest patrons and the resource booklist
developed for Andrew Medlar’s President’s Program. Additionally, I added my own thoughts on marketing to
youth and restroom placement but it is an 11 years non-practicing perspective.
It’s been some time since ALSC’s last white paper (media mentorship in 2015) and I believe our members
would benefit from a resource that would guide them in utilizing design principles in creating welcoming,
innovative and supportive learning environments and community and family engagement spaces. Additionally,
it could be a tool to use with library administration to advocate for and evaluate current success in providing
excellent library spaces for youth. This is especially true as we look to ALSC’s strategic direction of transforming
the profession and transforming communities. Beyond space planning for issues such as special and
underserved populations and youth librarians as media mentors and designing tech spaces to facilitate
engagement, these proposed guidelines may also specifically address developing policies around spaces (food
and beverage rules can conflict with infant feedings and siblings who are used to having a corresponding
snack), safety and security, etc.
In the past, we have commissioned a member consultant to write our position papers. This would include a
literature review of research and best practices and possibly a pre-survey. We might also like undertake a
review process by presenting the draft and soliciting feedback from our members and possibly external
professionals such as child development experts.
Budget Requirements:
•
•
•

Consultant: $3,000-$5,000 depending on scope; we might consider hiring several members to form a
team to undertake the work and bring multiple perspectives.
Design into printable format - $500; will include a black & white version for easy web download.
Print run for initial distribution at conferences: $1,000 - $1,500 (depends on # of pages)

An alternative, cheaper option is to form a task force to develop guidelines and solicit feedback. This has
the potential for the work to move slower.
Proposed Timeline:
Summer: Identify and contract with consultant(s)
July-December: Literature review, pre-survey, and draft written
January: Solicit feedback from membership and external professional opinion
February-March: Incorporate feedback into final draft
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April: Submit final draft to ALSC Board for review and approval
April/May: ALSC office to work with designer and have print run ready to distribute at Annual 2018

